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about

Dr. Troy Hall

passion

Dr. Troy Hall is an expert in Transforming Organizations through
Talent Retention. His passion is to motivate, influence, and enable all
levels of business professionals to succeed as leaders.

biography
(100 words)

Troy Hall, Ph.D. is an expert in Transforming Organizations through
Talent Retention with a doctorate in Global Leadership &
Entrepreneurship. As the Chief Strategy Officer for South Carolina
Federal Credit Union, he’s focused on expanding markets for the
multi-billion dollar institution. "Dr. Troy," as he’s affectionately known,
specializes in taking complex leadership ideas and making them
understandable.
As the author of Cohesion Culture: Proven Principles to Retain
Your Top Talent, Dr. Troy uses the book to showcase how and why
South Carolina Federal Credit Union has been named a “Best Places
To Work” by Glassdoor, the Credit Union Industry, and State of South
Carolina.
Whether it’s through his motivational talks, workshops or videos, his
“Real Talk” advice has strengthened seasoned leaders and helped to
develop young professionals across the globe. Audiences love the
warmth of Dr. Troy and universally respond to his energetic, engaging
and empowering style.

tag lines
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Transforming Organizations through Talent Retention
Energetic, Engaging, Empowering
Creating a Cohesion Culture (tm)
Strengthening Seasoned Leaders
dr. troy hall
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speaking topics
extraordinary
results of a
cohesion
culture

With nearly 63% of the market actively searching for a new
position, companies can no longer afford to settle for mere “job
satisfaction.”
Talent retention, not acquisition, is the single greatest challenge
for business leaders in this globally competitive landscape. We
know now that engagement just simply is not enough. In this
high-powered and eye-opening presentation, Dr. Troy discloses
how South Carolina Federal Credit Union transformed its
everyday environment into a Cohesion Culture™ that has led to
national recognition as a "Best Places to Work."
Dr. Troy walks through the proven process for retaining top talent
and how it impacts your company culture and bottom line. It’s
time to go from “good enough” to developing an environment that
fosters belonging, value, and commitment.
Your Audience Will Master:
How and why a Cohesion Culture™ leads to extraordinary
team performance results.
Recognition of the three activities which readily define the
existence of a culture of cohesion.
Implementation of strategies on how to become a “Best
Places to Work.”

transforming
behavior to
retain your
top talent

Hear Dr. Troy bring to life the four key components of
transformative leaders who inspire, influence, and enable others
to attain successful outcomes not often achieved through a
“transaction” mindset. Modeling impactful behaviors others want
to imitate is a critical aspect of effective leadership. Great
leadership creates more leaders.
This presentation delivers a succinct and growth-focused
message explaining how Dr. Troy and his colleagues leveraged
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speaking topics
transforming
behavior to
retain your
top talent

(continued from the previous page)
the impact of core values, beliefs, and attitudes in the
development of positive behaviors and received national
attention as a "Best Places to Work."
Discover the power of Dr. Troy’s signature message.
Your Audience Will Learn:
The impact of core values to sustain a Cohesion Culture™.
The four components of transformational leadership.
An understanding of why transformative behaviors retain
talent.
“The truth is in the I am, not the someday I will be.”

the power of
influence
thinking

What is Influence Thinking? It is a mindset based on the
involvement of outside counsel that can lead to a more
positive decision or outcome.
Retaining talent for the future requires a leader mindset
powered by Influence Thinking. Through powerful
examples that have shown success at South Carolina
Federal, Dr. Troy will teach leaders how to utilize
Influence Thinking to build more cohesive organizations.
Your Audience Will Master:
The three aspects of Influence Thinking™ and how to
implement them in your own business.
How to avoid “Garbage Day Thinking” and move to actionoriented achievements.
The steps necessary to turn a vision into an achievable goal.
“Dreams become visions when one is awakened into
action.”
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speaking topics
from seeds to
trees: how
leaders retain
talent for
the future

In a culture focused so heavily on growth, why do
leaders often make the mistake of giving up on the
sapling because it’s not the tree?
In this metaphorically-charged and unforgettable
presentation, Dr. Troy shares his global experiences of
talent retention and work at South Carolina Federal,
explaining how and why leaders should consider
developing employees from seeds to trees.
Using segments of the Cohesion Culture™ Talent
Retention Model, participants are exposed to the
fundamentals of mentoring, organizational internships,
and executive coaching.
Your Audience Will Master:
Three easy steps to cultivate talent in your own organization
The two rules of collaboration and how to implement them.
Four activities to immediately reinvigorate a team.
“You may never find your true color if all you use is
a black and white marker.”
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speaking topics
our
unrecognizable
truths &
the power of one:
connecting
purpose, passion
& performance

What do you teach your child when you believe you’re
going to die? Dr. Troy shares his own life-changing story
he learned from his mother after her cancer diagnosis at
the age of 12.
Our Unrecognizable Truths™ reflect how life
experiences, events, and choices shape who we are.
Dr. Troy implements these principles in this
heartwarming keynote centered around aligning with a
meaningful purpose, engaging your passion, and feeding
the progress loop of performance.
Dr. Troy has taken the foundations of these lessons to
build South Carolina Federal Credit Union's national
reputation as a “Best Places to Work” and believes
results are from choices, not circumstances.
Your Audience Will Discover:
The greatest lesson of character development from a
mom inflicted with a life-threatening disease.
Why circumstances are just events.
How the choices you make build character.
“You are not defined by circumstances; you are a
reflection of your choices.”
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testimonials
"I would highly recommend you speak with Dr. Troy. His experience and
expertise is invaluable to retaining your most valued assets – your top
performing team members."
Mark Sievewright
Founder and CEO of Sievewright and Associates
Named one of the most influential Credit Union Leaders in the Last 25 Years

"Dr. Hall can take a concept and make it perfectly clear to someone who
has never heard it before, but at the same time, have a seasoned
professor say, hmmmm."
Daniel Fultz, Ph.D.
Dean of Humanities and Social Sciences
Charleston Southern University

"Dr. Troy brings a level of energy and compassion that other presenters
may not genuinely have."

Elisa Matthews
Client Performance Strategies
Allied Solutions

"After listening to Dr. Troy's advice, I feel rejuvenated. As a leader, you
always need to get your batteries recharged."

Leon Frazier
Area Sales Director
Columbia and Florence Markets

For the full video testimonials, visit www.drtroyhall.com
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photos

The high-resolution files are available here: http://bit.ly/drtroyphotos
Videos of Dr. Troy presenting are available on his YouTube channel.
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logos
primary logos
These are the primary logos for Dr. Troy. Use these versions in all instances when there is
a large allowable space (for example, large signage or as a digital presentation cover).

secondary logos
These are secondary logos for Dr. Troy. Use these versions in instances when the allowable
space is more restricted or if used with other branding elements that borrow geometry from
the logo mark.

service mark
The logo service mark for Dr. Troy embraces three foundational components of his
talent retention platform: Energetic, Engaging, and Empowering.
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connect
speaking inquiries

Laura Morris
Tel: 843-569-4948
lmorris@scfederal.org

media inquiries

Thomas Heath Advisors
Tel: 843-377-1467

direct inquiries

Dr. Troy Hall
Chief Strategy Officer
South Carolina Federal Credit Union
Tel: 843-569-8262
Email: thall@scfederal.org

@drtroyhall

www.drtroyhall.com
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